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Today’s thoughts are heavily influenced by Lucy’s garden visitor – the squirrel at the
window! Apparently, he is a regular. He is definitely a Mr Curious. Right now, many people
are staying at home, for work, for home-schooling, for keeping safe and healthy. So, there is
definitely more to keep squirrels entertained going on at home during the day, than in more
normal times. I wonder what he would see if he looked in through your windows? If only
squirrels could talk!
So, my question this week: If the squirrel visited your home and peered through the windows
what would he see? If it is a normal home, there would probably be a bit of a mix:
Does he see:
a)

Some laughing and playing

b)

Some arguing and frustration.

c)

Some good studying

d)

Some bored yawning.

e)

Some Joe Wicks exercising

f)

Some snoozing on the sofa.

g)

Someone doing something helpful for someone else

h)

Someone only thinking about themselves.

One child who saw the squirrel photo this week asked the brilliant question: What do you
think the squirrel wants to see, if he looks though your window? Answer a) or b)?
Lucy’s squirrel might have seen the following recipe being made for Smarties Cookies. Now,
you don’t have to be a squirrel to want to see that!

Lucy’s Smarties Cookies
Ingredients.
230g light muscovado sugar
115g caster sugar
170g softened butter
2 drops vanilla extract
1 egg
1 egg yolk
450g plain flour- sieved
Half teaspoon baking powder
Small pinch of salt
2-3 tubes of smarties.
Method.
Preheat the oven 180°
Combine the muscovado sugar; caster sugar; butter and vanilla in a large bowl until you have a
smooth and creamy mixture.
Gradually add and beat in the egg and egg yolk- make sure you mix them in thoroughly.
Add and fold in the flour, baking powder, salt and 2 tubes of smarties.
Combine everything to form a dough. Do this carefully so the smarties are kept whole.
Once the cookie dough is formed - roll this unto a sausage - about 7cm across.
Place this onto some greaseproof paper and chill in the fridge for 2 hours.
Once the dough is really firm, take it out and slice it into thick rounds- about 2cm wide using a warmed
serrated knife and place the cookies on a greaseproof paper lined baking tray.
Bake the cookies for 15minutes in total but after 10mins take them out of the oven and quickly press
some extra smarties in the top of them before returning to the oven for the last 5 minutes.
Once they're baked take them out of the oven and pop on a cooling rack.

